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ABORTION
See also: Ethics; Family Planning; Gender-Related Data/Statistic; Human Rights; Reproductive Health; Women and Development

1980.1
Every individual woman in every country should have the right to decide for herself if she wishes not to become pregnant. Reliable information and safe means to prevent pregnancy should be at her disposal.

1995.18
The MWIA believes an effective way to reduce the number of abortions is to prevent unwanted pregnancies by provision of appropriate family planning services and family life planning.

The MWIA urges that:
1. safe and legal abortion services are available, affordable and accessible in all family planning services worldwide; promotion of women's health safe abortion services are seen as an important issue.
2. Women should be encouraged to take leadership in advocating the legal and other changes, which may be required.

2007 Amendment
It is Further Resolved That safe abortion be available to all women to provide safe motherhood.

ACCESS TO SERVICES
See also: Community Health; Development; Family Planning; Human Rights; Maternal and Child Health; Prevention/Health Promotion; Sex Education.

1974.2
1. Attention is drawn to the importance of Family Planning at all levels concerned with maternal and child welfare.
2. Family Planning should be accessible to the entire population, independent of their social standing, and should include the necessary medical care, medication and devices, free of charge.

1974.3 Whereas world-wide information about human re-production and birth-control is absolutely necessary

Be it resolved that:
Relevant information be imparted from childhood onwards, appropriate to each age group and to include the parents as well.

1982.2
MWIA expresses the need for the extension in remote areas of good medical and paramedical services.

MWIA believes that the costs of technological advances in medicine are such that they cannot be universally available.
**MWIA** supports technological advance and the appropriate use of technology but believes that general community health care should be given a higher priority than expensive technology in medicine when considering cost containment.

**2010.1**
Retired Doctors as an International Resource.
Whereas Doctors in their own country are credentialed to practice, this accreditation often involves rigorous continuing educational requirements.

And Whereas there is a shortage of qualified doctors, it is resolved that **MWIA** supports the ability for suitably qualified doctors, to be able to practice in developing countries, where those nations request or accept such assistance.

**2010.9**
Regional Funding
In order to accelerate the attainment of health-related Millennium Development Goals in Sub-Saharan Africa,

**MWIA Resolves** that community level interventions should be the priority for allocation of donor funds in that region. Donors should ensure that at least 60% of funds go to community based projects.

In addition, these interventions should be evidence-based.

**ADOLESCENTS**
See also: Child Abuse; Community Health; Health Education; Human Rights; Prevention/Health Promotion; Sex Education; Tobacco; Violence.

**1974.6**
Whereas world-wide information about human reproduction and birth-control is absolutely necessary be it resolved that:

The educational system be recommended to provide equal opportunity for girls and boys for study and for all forms of vocational and higher education.

**1995.5**
**MWIA** believes all young people are entitled to liberty, dignity, adequate nutrition, protection, health care, education, and the opportunity for employment, which will enable them to become integrated into their society.

**MWIA** believes that these rights should be protected without discrimination by race, religion, sex, disability or any reason whatsoever.

**MWIA** believes that it is the responsibility of every nation to ensure these rights. Further, **MWIA** urges that the promotion and monitoring of these rights for all young people is a global responsibility.
2001.16
In recognising that adolescence is a stage of life, with specific tasks and challenges, **MWIA** has identified the fact that the health and health education of adolescents have been largely neglected.

In addition **MWIA** recognises the need for education of health service providers in the area of adolescent health care.

**MWIA** urges Adolescents be provided with specific, accessible and confidential health services, especially in the area of reproductive and sexual health.

2004.3
**MWIA** encourages physicians to acquire the knowledge, examine their own attitudes around sexuality and develop the professional approach and skills necessary to take an active role in providing education and care for adolescents in the area of sexuality.

2007.1
Whereas today’s adolescents and young people constitute the largest ever cohort of this group the world has ever seen, and their sexual and reproductive health needs fail to be addressed, exemplified by the fact that half of all new HIV infections occur among children, and young people under the age of 25. A lack of information, skills and knowledge regarding sexual and reproductive health including scientifically accurate information about HIV/AIDS continues to be the case among young people.

It Is Resolved That: **MWIA** commit to addressing the rising rates of HIV among young people to ensure an HIV-free future generation through the implementation of comprehensive, evidence-based, youth-specific HIV education, mass media interventions and the provision of youth friendly health services.

**AGEING**
See also: Community Health; Ethics; Medical Education and Training
Sex Education; Women and Development.

1980.2
That all the member associations are very aware of the importance of the elderly. Everything should be done for their maintenance in their accustomed environment. House help and centres for activities should be accessible. There must be an avoidance of isolation in specialist hospitals. The segregation, however comfortable and expensive, does not solve the problem of the elderly. Old age is a time of life with rights as have the stages of youth and maturity.

1982.12
Whereas modern technology tends to interfere with the doctor-patient relationship, especially in regard to the care of the elderly, **MWIA** recommends that the role of the family doctor be emphasized.

1984.9
The **MWIA** recommends to National Associations that health care providers be given the
educational opportunities for developing the knowledge, attitudes and skills necessary for dealing with sexual issues in the elderly as part of their total health care.

1984.10
Be it resolved that the MWIA recommend that the sexual needs and concerns of the elderly be recognized by the individuals and the institutions that care for them.

1998.4
MWIA recognizing the importance of quality of life to women during and after the menopause is however concerned about the lack of information and informed choices about HRT.

MWIA reiterates the need to promote education of women and health care providers about the menopause. MWIA believes that patients and health care providers need to be informed about the advantages and disadvantages of various methods of management which may include lifestyle change and Hormone Replacement Therapy-(HRT). This information must come from evidence-based medicine.

2001.12
MWIA supports ongoing research and education into issues affecting postmenopausal good health, which includes lifestyle and psychosocial issues as well as the possible need for hormone replacement therapy (HRT).

2001.13
MWIA recognizes Osteoporosis as a disabling condition

and Resolves to encourage all countries to provide education, early diagnosis and management as well as research for its prevention.

BREAST-FEEDING
See also: Health Education; Medical Education and Training; Nutrition

1968.4
Breast-feeding should be encouraged and promoted in all countries and more importance given to it in the training of doctors and nurses. This is particularly important in developing countries where other methods of feeding carry a serious hazard to infants.

1974.1
Be it is resolved that: the women doctors of MWIA assembled for their 14th Meeting in Rio de Janeiro in October 1974, convey to all the women in their native countries during the forthcoming International Women's Year 1975 their determination to continue the educational programme concerning the inestimable advantages to the child and mother of breast-feeding.

1982.10
The MWIA 18th Congress wishes to stress the importance of the Promotion of Breast-Feeding. There should be:
1. Strict implementation of the WHO Code of Practice for Marketing of Breast Milk Substitute
2. Intensive motivation through education of health personnel and of the population
3. Provision of rooming in and breast-feeding facilities in obstetric wards
4. Schemes for evaluating the efficacy of breast-feeding promotion at primary health care level.

2010.4
Whereas MWIA values choice and responsibility, breastfeeding in the community must allow
women to breastfeed in any place or time of their choice, be it the street, place of worship, or the
parliament, with confidence and without fear.

It is resolved that MWIA advocates protection of breastfeeding, which ensures that mothers and
their children are able to breastfeed anywhere with confidence and without fear of harassment.

CHILD ABUSE
See also: Adolescents; Child Health; Ethics; Gender-Related Data/Statistics; Human Rights;
Maternal and Child Health; Medical Education and Training; Sex Education; Tobacco;
Violence.

1976.3
Whereas children are the world's greatest asset,
Whereas it has always been the responsibility of PARENTS to protect the health, safety and
well-being of children,
Whereas there is much suffering among the world's children from abuse, neglect and
depivation,
Whereas children are powerless to speak for themselves and have no access to legal redress
of wrongs,
Be it resolved that MWIA through its members representing National Associations and
Individual Members urge each national government to be concerned with the interests and
protection of children and coordinate efforts on behalf of children.

1978.1
1. Mass media should encourage the reporting of child abuse to police or to social agencies
etc. by anyone who suspects it, especially neighbours.
2. Those reporting suspected child abuse must be immune from liability and their names must
not be disclosed to the public.
3. Laws should be adopted in all countries to implement the above.

1984.12
Whereas sexual behaviour between adults and children has far-reaching medical and
psychological consequences for its victims, the MWIA:
1. deplores such behaviour,
2. supports the introduction of education on this subject into medical school curricula,
3. and calls for the development of social and legal resources to protect children against
sexual exploitation.

1995.19
MWIA strongly condemns traffic in children, child prostitution and the exploitation of
children by sex tourists. MWIA urges every effort to prevent it.
CHILD HEALTH
Child Abuse; Human Rights; Maternal and Child Health; Prevention/ Health Promotion

1976.3
Whileas children are the world’s greatest asset,
Whereas it has always been the responsibility of PARENTS to protect the health, safety and well-being of children,
Whereas there is much suffering among the world’s children from abuse, neglect and deprivation,
Whereas children are powerless to speak for themselves and have no access to legal redress of wrongs,

Be it resolved that: MWIA through its members representing National Associations and Individual Members urge each national government to be concerned with the interests and protection of children and coordinate efforts on behalf of children.

1980.8
1 Parents should be warned of dangers to children inherent in commonly-used household items and educated in appropriate safety measures. There should be enforceable safety standards for the manufacture of household appliances.
2 Medications should be supplied in child-proof containers.
3 Poison Reference Centres should be easily available for advice.
4 The media should be involved in publicising measures for the increased safety of children.

1995.2
MWIA believes that infant mortality is a concern of the whole community and that a reduction in mortality requires the whole-hearted support of the community;

MWIA therefore urges its members to lobby for that support.

1995.3
MWIA urges that adequate nutrition for all children, particularly children under three, be promoted as a global responsibility, recognizing that it is essential for their optimal development.

1995.4
MWIA condemns child neglect and all forms of child abuse, including but not only, physical, psychological and sexual, and urges every effort to identify and prevent it.
MWIA particularly recommends:
Raising the awareness of the medical profession regarding their responsibility to recognize and to report child abuse in order that they may accept the significant and proper role physicians should play in reducing child abuse.
Raising community awareness of the prevalence of child abuse and its many forms.
Community provision of resources to families to prevent child abuse, in particular the provision of child protection and family support.
Education of all child care providers to recognize all forms of child abuse and to be aware of the community resources to combat it.
Street (homeless) Children MWIA notes with concern the increasing numbers of street children globally within the last decade. This phenomenon is occurring in spite of the fact that most countries have ratified the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child.

MWIA urges governments and other agencies to allocate funding for research into causation of this phenomenon as well as finding sustainable solutions for the problem.

Child Health Care
MWIA notes with concern that in many countries child health care tends to be delivered in a fragmented fashion.
MWIA supports the call by WHO and UNICEF for the integrated management in the health care of the child.

MWIA recommends that its members advocate for this method in their countries so as to ensure that children get the best possible comprehensive and total health care whenever possible.

Recent human developmental research has shown that the period from conception to age six years is the most critical for optimal physical, mental and behavioural development.

MWIA supports the integration of all delivery systems for family and child services and programs for parents to be active participants in their children’s early development and learning.

COMMUNITY HEALTH
See also: Access to Services; Adolescents; Ageing; Cancer; Ethics; Family Planning; Female Genital Mutilation; Health Education; Human Rights; Immunization; Maternal and Child Health; Medical Education and Training; Nutrition; Prevention/Health Promotion; Sex Education; Substance Abuse and Addiction; Tobacco; Women and Development.

Help from outside should be on the basis of providing stimulation by action and example, so that the women will themselves become involved in seeking better health for their children.

Mother and child care clinics should be expanded to reach the widest segment of the population. These clinics should stress the preventive care of mother and child with special regard to nutrition, immunization and family planning.

Whereas Accessible, appropriate, gender sensitive Primary Health Care (PHC), is a right of all individuals and communities, where PHC can reduce poverty due to illness,
It Is Resolved That: Innovative strategies be implemented to address the provision of adequate human resources, and other resources essential to universal access. Girls be educated in the sciences, to prepare them for education in the health sciences at all levels, Provide flexible, adaptable working conditions, including part time work, in order to recruit and retain the numbers of health care workers needed to provide care, under safe and appropriate conditions. Value and support unremunerated work at the household and community levels, by providing scientifically correct information, and access to appropriate resources which will improve health outcomes.

2007.6
Whereas our patients experience ongoing poor sexual and reproductive health with their suffering contributing to a large burden of disease for women aged 15 - 49 years, and for the majority of countries where this is the situation, services continue to be constrained by lack of commodities and supplies.

and Whereas men continue to have the final say in decisions about health and use of resources in families, communities and governments, and are often inadequately involved in the provision and use of services, particularly reproductive health services,

It Is Resolved: That Health Policy of all governments must provide for reproductive health commodities such as condoms, contraceptives and maternal health drugs and equipment to be provided on a steady and reliable basis.

and That public health policies and interventions are implemented to provide more effective support and participation from men in promoting and protecting sexual and reproductive health.

CONFLICT AND ARMS

1998.8
Anti-personnel landmines (APMS) are indiscriminate weapons recognizing no cease-fire and continuing to maim adults, children or animals that trigger them. APMs have severe long-term effects on postwar economic reconstruction and the social integration of refugees and internally displaced persons.

MWIA notes that in many parts of the world, facilities to adequately treat and rehabilitate victims of landmines are lacking.

MWIA calls for increased resource allocation for provision of facilities for treatment and rehabilitation of these victims.

MWIA also calls for an international ban on the production, sale, transfer, stockpiling and use of anti-personnel landmines and expresses strong support for the many international initiatives taken on landmines.

MWIA supports the call by WHO for countries that have been responsible for planting APMs to be active in their removal.
DEVELOPMENT
See also: Access to Services; Prevention/Health Promotion.

1968.7
In developing countries co-operation between health workers and others in the field of community development, education, agriculture etc. is of vital importance to make the best use of limited resources.

1995.16
MWIA believes that the health of an individual and a community is much more than just the prevention and relief of disease. The health of an individual also requires emotional, environmental and economic security.

MWIA believes that the costs of technological advances in medicine are such that they cannot be universally available.

MWIA supports technological advance and the appropriate use of technology but believes that general community health care should be given a higher priority than expensive technology in medicine when considering cost containment.

2007.11
Whereas MWIA recognizes that Primary Health Care (PHC), is an integral part of strengthening the health care system, and essential to meeting the needs of women. This is an important element in reducing poverty.

It Is Resolved That: All health care must be planned and delivered in a gender sensitive manner.

Primary Health Care (PHC) provide quality care at the local community level with a functioning referral system to well resourced and appropriate higher level medical care.

PHC for women must go beyond reproductive health matters and encompass her overall health, including the full life cycle. There must be adequate funded to ensure easy access of all communities to PHC, in order to make improvements in health care, and help prevent impoverishment due to illness.

DISABILITY
See also: Health Education

1929.4
That a doctor's special sphere apart from the teaching of physiology and anatomy, should be to deal with the pathological side of the question, namely the giving of advice as to the treatment and care of difficult or abnormal children, and instruction on the subject of social diseases.

1982.7
Resolved that MWIA encourage programs of public information on the disabled in order to promote self-esteem on the disabled person and to emphasize to the general public ability rather than disability.
1982.8
Resolve that: MWIA recommend to National Associations to press for the Allocation of Adequate Public Funds within their country for the improvement of the condition of the disabled.

1982.9
Resolved that MWIA support and that where possible National Associations implement the architectural barrier code to enable all those with physical and/or sensory handicaps to enjoy maximum access and the best quality of life in both the private and work sphere.

DISEASES -COMMUNICABLE
See also: Environmental Medicine; Prevention/ Health Promotion.

1995.8
MWIA expresses concern at the resurgence of Tuberculosis over the past decade and the high present death rate. MWIA notes this is in part due to the development of new strains and drug resistance by the Mycobacterium tuberculosis and also due to the spread of AIDS which contributes to the spread among the general population. MWIA points to the dismantling of surveillance programs in developed countries as a further cause and calls for the re-education of Doctors and Governments regarding the need for such programs.

1998.13
MWIA recognizes that re-emerging infectious diseases such as malaria and tuberculosis remain the world's leading cause of death, accounting for 33% (17 million) of the 52 million people who die every year (WHO 1997). The struggle for control has reached a critical stage as previous cautious optimism has turned into a fatal complacency which is costing millions of lives every year. MWIA believes that the only answer to this global threat is a global response and global solidarity in seeking permanent solutions for these diseases, in order to make this world safe and healthy for all, rich or poor, male or female, young or old. MWIA therefore supports the action plans of WHO from 1998, aimed at controlling re-emerging infectious diseases.

1998.17
Sexually Transmitted Diseases

MWIA reaffirms that: The risk of contracting an STD is increased by multiple sexual partners and by the kind of sexual practices. The interaction between HIV infection and other STDs is so significant that HIV control can best be achieved by well organized and universally available STD prevention, control and management programmes.

Therefore MWIA recommends:
1. That sustainable STD prevention, education and management services should be offered by Primary Health Care Services at all levels, e.g. family planning, ante-natal,
maternal and child health care.
2 The provision of information regarding contraception, STDs and safe sexual practices to all adolescent girls and boys, since STDs increase the risk of HIV infection. Moreover neglected STDs may cause sterility.
3 That STD consultation and examination should be confidential.
4 That the treatment of STDs should always be accompanied by information and counseling about safe sex practices, partner notification and related issues such as contraception and pregnancy.
5 That services for partner treatment should be pursued as vigorously as possible.

2007.10

Whereas there is widespread vulnerability of women to Human Papilloma Virus (HPV) infection, which plays a recognized role in the development of cervical cancer, and Whereas there is a lack of primary screening and appropriately resourced assessment and treatment options of screen positive women,

It Is Resolved That: Public health polices make cervical cancer prevention a priority and ensure that all people are educated about cervical cancer, and promote universal protection of women from cervical, vulval, vaginal and anal cancer with the inclusion of vaccines shown to be safe and effective for its prevention. That these vaccines be available to men, for the prevention of anal and penile cancer, and to reduce transmission of HPV.

Health Policy of all governments must enable access to scientifically validated, affordable interventions, including this prevention, condoms, and other treatments, and appropriate services.

EATING DISORDERS

1998.2

MWIA recognizes that eating disorders, which cover a wide spectrum, are a health care problem. MWIA therefore recommends that National Associations encourage education, research, prevention, early recognition and intervention for these disorders.

ENVIRONMENTAL MEDICINE

See also: Diseases -Communicable; Medical Education and Training; Occupational Health; Prevention/Health Promotion.

1972.2

Whereas Toxoplasmosis is a widespread disease affecting the socio-economic condition at all levels, we recommend:
1 that the public as well as the medical profession be informed of the frequency, origins, and effects of Toxoplasmosis in their areas;
2 that testing and re-testing of the pregnant women and the new born babies be done to assist in the early diagnosis and treatment;
3 that committees be established for the further study of all environmental factors that contribute to the development, dissemination and treatment of Toxoplasmosis.
1974.10
In view of the increasing requirements for adequate supply of water for all population groups, and the increase in pollution in the available supplies, it is recommended to all countries that the necessary technical and administrative measures, appropriate to each region, be intensified to conserve water supplies and to counteract pollution.

1974.11
Although we are conscious of the necessity of industrial and technical development and the benefit that may result, MWIA recommends to all it may concern:
1. to give the first importance to human health instead of technical and industrial development to prevent disturbance in the biocycle;
2. to introduce new industrial techniques only when through research the necessary protective measures are defined.

1974.12
MWIA recommends to restrict the extensive diagnostic use of X-rays and other ionizing radiations to a minimum for medical indication under adequate control.

2007.5
Whereas MWIA acknowledges that climate change and environmental degradation is occurring as a result of human activity, particularly in the use of fossil fuels, and MWIA recognizes the reports of the United Nations’ Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, including the resulting widespread negative health and social impacts on many people.
It is resolved That MWIA urges a radical reduction in greenhouse gas emission in accordance with the Kyoto Protocol, and that industrialized countries have the responsibility to assist other nations, both financially and technically, in their response to climate change and environmental degradation.

It Is Resolved That: governments be held accountable for compliance with the Kyoto Protocol, and that industrialised countries have the responsibility to assist other nations, both financially and technically, in their response to climate change and environmental degradation.

2010.2
Whereas MWIA recognizes that as a result of climate change, sea levels will rise, and this will internally displace certain populations.

It is resolved That: MWIA advocates for people who are displaced as a result of climate change be granted refugee status.

ETHICS
See also: Abortion; Ageing; Child Abuse; Community Health; Female Genital Mutilation; Gender-Related Data/Statistics; Health Education; HIV/AIDS; Human Rights; In-VitroFertilization; Maternal and Child Health; Medical Education and Training; Prevention/Health Promotion; Research; Terminal Care; Violence; Women and Development.
1947.1
Since in rebuilding the World, it is evident that physical and mental health are inseparable from the social, economic and moral status of the people, the women doctors meeting in International Congress in Amsterdam, June 1947, resolve:

That as physicians they must not only qualify themselves in the best traditions in all specialities of their profession, but they must also participate efficiently in those activities which are concerned with the social, economic and moral betterment of society at local, national and international levels.

1976.4
MWIA requests all National Associations to affirm that the role of the doctor in the community is to care for the sick, to prevent and relieve suffering and that the health needs of the community are kept as a principle aim of professional and government planning.

1978.5
In order to stress and further the purposes and aims of MWIA as laid down in our Statutes the following five recommendations with regards to medical ethics should be observed by our members:

1. You shall not countenance, condone, or participate in torture or other forms of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment of a fellow human being under any circumstances.
2. You shall not provide any means or knowledge to facilitate torture or other forms of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment.
3. You shall not apply your knowledge and skills to assist in methods of interrogation or to certify prisoners or detainees as fit for any form of punishment that may adversely affect physical or mental health.
4. Your medical relationship with prisoners or detainees must only be for the purpose of protection or improvement of their health and would be accepted as such outside the prison environment.
5. You will be supported by the World Health Organization, the World Medical Association, the Council for Organizations of the Medical Sciences, the MWIA, and fellow doctors throughout the world in the face of threats or reprisals resulting from your refusal to condone the use of torture or other forms of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment.

1980.7
Resolve that MWIA supports all positive action to:
1. Educate women around the world about matters of health
2. Protect women against unduly aggressive medical and surgical practices.
3. Defend women's rights in health matters.
4. Increase women's participation in decision-making concerning their own care.

1982.1
Resolve that MWIA promote more effective information to patients concerning their health and what to expect from their doctors.
1982.3
Whereas pregnancy and childbirth may be dehumanized by unthinking use of technology, although many scientific interventions have been found to be useful in cases of abnormalities in pregnancy and labour,

It is resolved that these interventions not be used routinely or without carefully reviewed indications.

1982.14
MWIA recommends that the training of the caring profession should include the study of Gerontology (the normal process of aging) and of Geriatrics (the pathology of aging) but as separate entities so that all elderly people are not treated as sickly, disabled or unfit people because of their chronological age.

1992.7
Recognizing that the right to access to the benefits of scientific progress is an universal right protected by the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, and that this is the unalienable right of every individual

the MWIA calls upon the manufacture of RU 486 to:
1 move with all appropriate speed to submit applications for approval of RU486 to the drug regulatory authorities, in those countries where the drug is at present not available.
2 conduct clinical trials for those indications which are scientifically promising.
3 In addition, the MWIA supports continued research and access to similar drugs which may be produced by other manufacturers.

1992.14
MWIA recognises that termination of pregnancy is requested by some women. Where that procedure is culturally acceptable, MWIA believes women should be offered the method which is safest, least invasive, and most acceptable to them.

1995.15
Physicians have the obligation to ensure that their patients are fully informed regarding their condition, its management options, their risks and the probable outcome, in order that the patient may participate in treatment choice, including refusal.
The patients' wishes to limit treatment, when clearly expressed, must be respected by the treating physician.

1995.21
MWIA condemns prenatal sex-determination done with the aims of aborting a female foetus because of son preference.
MWIA also condemns female infanticide and every discrimination against the girl child because of her gender.

2007.7
Whereas today human rights are violated by socially dictated gender discriminatory selective feticide, and the non-voluntary, that is, absent fully informed consent, as defined by the
Nuremberg Code Article 1, human organs are being harvested and sold internationally for transplantation or other use, which is ethically forbidden, even to save a life. And Whereas medical practitioners who adhere to this ethical requirement will be protected from retaliation and reprisal for their steadfast adherence to ethical principal even in contradiction of acts of law and government by the World Health Organization, the World Medical Association, the Council for Organizations of the Medical Sciences, the MWIA, and their fellow doctors throughout the world.

It Is Resolved That: a medical practitioner is prohibited by medical ethics from the use of their skills and knowledge in participation, facilitation and any contribution to acts that violate human rights.

2013.6 Whereas many nations advocate against Human Trafficking, and the International Sex Trade, which includes Sex Workers and Participants in the Pornography Industry, Not all nations support women and other victims who have been subjected to such degradation.

MWIA Resolves to encourage the elimination of all Human Trafficking, and to support the fight against the International Sex Trade.

MWIA Resolves to support any program that improves the social and financial issues leading to victims who are Trafficked, or forced to participate in the International Sex Trade.

In Addition, MWIA supports the provision of education, and opportunities for those who have been subject to this degradation.

FAMILY PLANNING
See also: Abortion; Access to Services; Community Health; Health Education; Human Rights; Immunization; Maternal and Child Health; Medical Education and Training; Nutrition; Prevention/Health Promotion; Sex Education; Women and Development.

1968.1 Improved and expanded maternal and child health clinics should include family planning advice and service in the context of total family care without waiting for developments in this field at a national level.

1968.13 It is recommended that the MWIA concern itself not only with better and safer techniques of contraception but with the psychological and moral effects of easily available contraceptions.

1968.14 It is recommended that since safe contraceptive methods must be supervised by physicians, that this Congress go on record as urging medical educators throughout the world to train medical students in this important branch of medicine with the object of developing in their own countries a responsible attitude to parenthood; and that medical students be trained for medical service in their own countries.
It is further recommended that physicians be urged to devote their energies to solving basic medical problems before developing spectacular highly specialized techniques like heart transplantations and that priorities for medical goals be established through international medical organizations.

1968.15
It is recommended that this organization urge its members to educate their patients about the sensible spacing of children in order to benefit mother, baby and all the members of the family.

1970.1
Whereas the members of the Family Planning Group, recognizing the importance to all women of the opportunity to have family planning advice, resolve that more information and education be made available at the places of work, such as factories and business offices, and the group reaffirms the resolutions on Family Planning passed at the Xlth Congress of MWIA in Vienna, 1968.

1974.2
1 Attention is drawn to the importance of Family Planning at all levels concerned with maternal and child welfare.
2 Family Planning should be accessible to the entire population, independent of their social standing, and should include the necessary medical care, medication and devices, free of charge.

1974.3
Be it resolved that the women doctors of MWIA assembled for their 14th Meeting in Rio de Janeiro in October 1974, which is World Population Year, convey to all the women in their native countries during the forthcoming International Women's Year, 1975, their determination to continue the educational programme concerning Family Planning.

1974.7
The task of medical women in Family Planning imply: information and counseling in family planning to be considered an integral part of the advice given by all women doctors independent of their speciality; full advantage of any opportunity in human contact to be used to the utmost by medical women in order to motivate individuals in that subject.

1974.8
Conscious of their medical responsibility medical women reaffirm that family planning be the concern of the individual and the family only, and that under no circumstances should family planning be misused as a political instrument.

1992.15
MWIA believes that women and their partners should be fully informed concerning methods of contraception, including their side-effects, benefits and risks, in order that they may choose the safest method acceptable to them and to their culture.

2001.5
MWIA supports the recommendation of the World Health Organisation (WHO) that
emergency contraception be available widely. In areas where there are barriers to obtaining a physician’s prescription in the required time, we recommend that emergency contraception be available without such prescription, and preferably through other health professionals.

FEMALE GENITAL MUTILATION
See also: Community Health; Ethics; Health Education; Human Rights; Prevention/Health Promotion; Violence; Women and Development.

1960.1
The MWIA deeply deprecates the practice of female circumcision on medical and humane grounds, but feels that any action for prevention must come from within the countries concerned. At the present time the only practical action possible for the MWIA consists in influencing doctors, midwives and nurses who come on visits, for training, or for research from those countries where the practice prevails.

MWIA wishes to actively support the Inter-African Committee on Traditional Practices in their endeavour to eliminate such practices and offers to provide the committee with professional medical expertise.

1984.14
Be it resolved that MWIA give support to all member countries in which female genital mutilation is practised, in their efforts to educate the public regarding the health hazards involved, and the eventual elimination of this harmful traditional practice.

1992.3
MWIA condemns all forms of female genital mutilation and recommends health education of the communities concerning the health hazards of this practice.

MWIA wishes to actively support the Inter-African Committee on Traditional Practices in their endeavour to eliminate such practices and offers to provide the committee with professional medical expertise.

1995.9
MWIA condemns all forms of female genital mutilation and other harmful practices wherever they occur, and actively supports organisations in Africa and elsewhere who work for the elimination of these harmful practices.

MWIA recommends health education of both men and women of the communities where harmful practices occur, concerning the health hazards of such practices in order to combat their deeply held adherence to, and the value they attribute to these practices.

MWIA urges support for programs providing education and information on the health hazards of harmful practices in all countries where those practices occur.
GENDER-RELATED DATA/STATISTICS
See also: Child Abuse; Ethics; Human Rights; Maternal and Child Health.

1968.6
There is an urgent need for maternal and child health statistics in developing countries. Both health and vital statistics can be improved whenever maternal and child health services are available. Statistics are essential to policy making and to assessment of results of work.

1995.17
MWIA recognizes that medical care, including investigation, management and outcome, received by women is less than that received by men. MWIA recognizes also that medical care provided by women physicians differs from that provided by men. MWIA demands the elimination of all gender bias in medicine which is not biologically determined and demands the education of medical students and of practising physicians to this end. MWIA demands that gender-related biological differences should be recognized in drug evaluation. MWIA points out that drug evaluation conducted using a male population may not be directly transferable to a female population. MWIA recommends that all health workers in fields such as education, research and clinical practice be stimulated to become sensitive to gender differences and use this knowledge and attitude appropriately.

2001.2
MWIA recognises that gender inequities expose the urgent need to further empower women and supports global progress in the status of women. MWIA urges affirmative action so that women, who represent half of the population, are given an equivalent share of appointed positions at all levels. MWIA calls on all member governments to introduce a gender perspective into all health policies, health budgets and provision of health care. This should extend further than sex differences in morbidity and mortality rates and includes those gendered behaviours damaging to health. MWIA also urges all countries to recognize gender specificity in all medical research and education.

GENETICS
See also: Health Education; Medical Education.

1974.9
We recommend that physicians as well as society in general, including children and adolescents, be educated in the facts of familial genetic disorders and the availability of genetic counselling.

1995.12
MWIA recognizes that somatic gene therapy has the potential to improve the lives of those
families suffering from severe hereditary diseases including some cancers. Germ cell therapy has the potential to be used in ways detrimental to humanity.

**MWIA** therefore supports current research in gene therapy where it is not at the expense of basic community health provision and reserves judgement on its ultimate place in health care. **MWIA** supports the use of somatic gene therapy, after it has been shown to be safe and effective.

**MWIA** supports equity in access to somatic gene therapy.

**1995.13**
Genetic diagnosis of an individual or family can provide valuable information for family or life planning.

**MWIA** supports the use of genetic diagnosis of an individual or family when requested for this purpose when they have not been subjected to any pressure to have the test.

**MWIA** believes:
1. counselling should always precede and follow gene examination.
2. the results should always be confidential to the individual or the parents of a foetus or child.
3. genetic examination for any other purpose such as employment or insurance is unacceptable.

**2001.9**
MWIA recognizes that technological advances in medical science have led to advances in human genetics but urges caution.

**MWIA** calls for wider public discussion with accurate and objective information of the ethical and scientific issues involved and research into the potential impact on individuals and society.

**HEALTH EDUCATION**
See also: Adolescents; Breast-Feeding; Cancer; Community Health; Disability; Family Planning; Female Genital Mutilation; Genetics; HIV/AIDS; Human Rights; Medical Education and Training; Prevention/Health Promotion; Sex Education; Substance Abuse and Addiction; Women and Development.

**1929.3**
That in the case of adolescents, in as much as more physiological knowledge however wisely imparted does not necessarily influence sex conduct, it should be supplemented by instruction in ethics and social morality, to ensure control of the instinctive impulses and their subordination to a definite ideal.

**1968.12**
That since this is neither a local nor a national but a world problem, attempts must be made to educate all countries as to the imminent and serious world crisis. However, education on the meaning of responsible parenthood, not imposition of a program from higher authorities should be the goal - education of individuals and of governments. A particular effort should be made to convince the developed countries of the seriousness of the situation.
1978.2
The MWIA supports all efforts to improve and strengthen the means of dissemination of health information and stresses the proven value of radio and television for wide dissemination of health material.

MWIA would encourage governments to provide such centers for early detection of cancer.

1995.20
MWIA recognizes health education to be essential to improving women’s health.
MWIA believes that education should be
1 Provided by persons well-trained in the provision of health education and fully informed on the subject of their education program.
2 Directed particularly to health issues as they affect women.
3 Culturally appropriate.

2001.23
Health in our global environment has become more complex with increasing movement of persons within and between countries.

MWIA calls for:
1 Inclusion of cultural diversity in curricula of health training institutions.
2 Sensitisation of health care personnel in order to provide culturally appropriate care.

2001.25
MWIA believes that access to accurate, timely and current health information facilitates patient empowerment.
MWIA recognises that there are many sources of patient health information, e.g. on the Internet, only some of which is accurate.

Therefore MWIA supports and encourages health care providers to fully inform patients about how to access, understand and critically appraise health information in order to enable patients’ informed decision-making. Additionally, health care organisations should actively provide patients with the health information they require.

2010.5
Media. Whereas civil crimes occur particularly against women and children, and Whereas the media, in print, radio, television and the internet, is a powerful communication tool, there is bias of content that prevents reporting of these crimes.

MWIA Resolves That:
Each of us take action in our own communities to encourage truthful, fearless reporting by the media so injustices against women and children are highlighted, not ignored.
HIV/AIDS
See also: Ethics; Health Education; Prevention/Health Promotion; Sex Education.

1992.11
MWIA urges all nations to provide community education about the transmission of HIV and about safe sexual practices which will diminish the spread of this pandemic.

1998.14
MWIA recognizes the escalating HIV/AIDS pandemic and its devastating effects on the populations of many countries.
MWIA recognizes that by the year 2000, 95% of the estimated 30 million people infected by HIV, will live in developing countries.
MWIA recognizes that HIV/AIDS is a public health problem with far reaching demographic, economic and social impact.
MWIA believes that all countries have a moral obligation to develop appropriate education and treatment programmes that address the real needs of a country and its population considering cost-effectiveness.
MWIA strongly urges that ethical standards for research be applied and that participants in such research be fully informed.
MWIA states that in addition, benefits of scientific discoveries tested and developed in developing countries must be made available to the populations of those countries.
MWIA urges countries to develop and disseminate well-defined policy guidelines for the management of all patients so as to ensure that they are not subject to negative discrimination in any form.

WOMEN, GIRLS AND HIV/AIDS – MWIA POSITION STATEMENT 2004
MWIA recognizes that the worldwide pandemic of HIV/AIDS is a threat to every sphere of human society. MWIA recognises HIV/AIDS as a global health emergency. Gender-based discrimination against women and girls, de facto and de jure, renders them extraordinarily vulnerable, and disproportionately at risk from this condition. This hazard to the physical and mental health of girls and women arises from gendered social, political and economic determinants, as well as biologic differences. Moreover, HIV/AIDS multiplies the burden of caring imposed on women and girls by their traditional roles.

MWIA recognizes that in the context of the crisis of HIV, the human rights and health of girls and women clearly converge, and that inequalities fuel this epidemic.

MWIA believes that health is a human right, and that girls and women must have full human rights and freedoms, in equality with boys and men, in order to exercise their right to protect themselves from HIV infection and the devastating effects of the epidemic.

MWIA notes with alarm that violence against girls and women is both cause and effect of HIV, and that poverty is both cause and effect of HIV for girls and women.
MWIA believes that an emphasis on human rights is central to effective work and policies dealing with HIV/AIDS and imposes an obligation on both state and non-state actors to ensure that the human rights of girls and women are fully respected and protected and that gender inequalities are eradicated in both the public and private spheres of their lives. Promotion and protection of the sexual and reproductive rights of girls and women is critical to confronting the HIV/AIDS pandemic.

Therefore, MWIA calls on governments, the UN System, civil society and individuals, to:

1. Implement at all levels the international guidelines on HIV/AIDS and Human Rights, with particular attention to the rights of girls and women, and
2. Empower girls and women by ensuring, de facto and de jure, that they are free from discrimination and enjoy access to education, sex education including education on sexual and reproductive rights and responsibilities, and life skills, beginning in the primary grades, to employment, to economic independence, to health information and services to ensure informed health choices, and the benefits of scientific progress, in equality with boys and men, and
3. Ensure that all data gathered from science, research and public health, clinical practice and other relevant sources is gender and age disaggregated, in order to accurately and visibly represent the situation experience and needs of girls and women in the context of HIV/AIDS, and
4. Enable early access for individuals with HIV/AIDS, especially women and girls, to scientifically validated, affordable interventions, including preventions, treatments, and services.
5. Guarantee access to clean water and infrastructure, allowing the exercise of alternatives for prevention and treatment of HIV infection.
6. Begin active campaigns involving the media directly to eradicate myths and stigma and stereotypes, that degrade and dehumanize girls and women, and so enhance the hazards to their mental and physical health, and
7. Review, revise and reform laws, policies, and practices to make them consistent with human rights and fundamental freedoms for girls and women, in equality with boys and men, and implement these health promoting changes on an urgent basis.

2007.9

Whereas the global pandemic of Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS), caused by the Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) is becoming progressively feminized, shown by the fact that women now represent 50 percent of people living with HIV worldwide and nearly 60 percent of people living with HIV in Africa. It is also recognized that three fourths of all new HIV infections are transmitted through sexual activity, childbirth and breast-feeding.

Whereas the services intended to deal with the HIV/AIDS pandemic are at present separate from the services for Sexual and Reproductive Health, and the existing services are inadequate, this separation is continuing to waste resources and aggravate the inefficiency of the existing services.

MWIA Resolves That there is stronger integration of HIV/AIDS and Sexual and Reproductive Health information and services, without replication.
**HUMAN RIGHTS**

See also: Abortion; Access to Services; Adolescents; Child Abuse; Child Health; Community Health; Ethics; Family Planning; Female Genital Mutilation; Gender-Related Data/Statistics; Health Education; Maternal and Child Health; Medical Education; Occupational Health; Prevention/Health Promotion; Research; Sex Education; Violence; Women and Development

**1931.1**

In the interests of prophylaxis the **MWIA** recommends particularly:

1. That workers should be examined regularly by medical men and women appointed for the purpose and specially competent in industrial hygiene.
2. That courses in industrial hygiene should be organised in Medical Faculties.
3. That home work, which is comparatively unhealthy, should be submitted to regular sanitary inspection.
4. That principal 7 of the general principles of the Pact of the League of Nations concerning labour should be applied, viz: "equal pay for equal work, without discrimination of sex", for the low salaries paid to women, generally disproportionate to the work performed, are harmful to their standard as workers and injurious to the health.
5. That maternity should be covered by insurance laws to the end that pregnant women and nursing mothers may have at their disposal practical means for obtaining the care and the rest necessary for the safeguard of their health.

**1931.2**

The appointment or dismissal of medical officers should be based solely on the efficiency of their work and that marriage should not be a bar to employment.

**1953.1**

Endorsement of resolution from ECOSOC on female circumcision. The resolution put forward to the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations, as follows: `Invites the Trusteeship Council, under Article 87 of the Charter, and member states of the United Nations, which assume responsibility for the administration of Non-Self-Governing Territories, to take immediate action with a view to abolishing in Trust and Non-Self-Governing Territories, all customs which violate the dignity and security of persons, as proclaimed in the Charter and in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.' was unanimously endorsed by the Council.

**1970.2**

**Whereas** the XIIth Congress of the **MWIA** held in Melbourne, Australia, February 14 to 20, 1970 discussed the topic of The Health of Women in Industry and

**Whereas** the participation of women workers is necessary for the economic growth of all nations as well as for the status of women and

**Whereas** most women workers carry the double duty for caring for a home as well as working in industry,

**Be it therefore resolved that:** all governmental, industrial, professional, and labour organizations be urged to increase the opportunities offered to women to work as well as for post-graduate training and be it further resolved that more opportunities be offered to women to be retrained to their original skills, if it has been necessary for them to drop out of the labour field.
1974.5
Be it resolved that: In view of the progress towards equality of rights, women be made aware of their rights in their particular countries;

1980.6
It should be emphasised in programs of Health Education that an individual's knowledge of their own bodies, information as to their diseases and sharing the responsibility for decision-making in their treatments will promote the health status of that individual.

1980.7
Resolve that MWIA supports all positive action to:
1 Educate women around the world about matters of health.
2 Protect women against unduly aggressive medical and surgical practices.
3 Defend women's rights in health matters.
4 Increase women's participation in decision-making concerning their own care.

1982.13
MWIA recommends to National Associations that respect for the elderly and acknowledgement of their contribution over the years to the community should be emphasised in the profession, the family and throughout society.

1987.4
The MWIA stresses upon the UN to take all possible measures to prevent that children and adolescents:
1 1.-are imprisoned on open or hidden political grounds;
2 2.-participate involuntary in military actions.

1992.2
The MWIA opposes commercial live donor transplant across international borders on the following grounds: It is:
1. Against medical ethics;
2. A procedure for which there is no medical indication;
3. The exploitation of the poor by the wealthy; often it is women who sell their organs to secure food and medical care for their children.
4. It produces two standards of humanity. The wealthy who purchase health at the expense of the loss of health of the under-privileged.
5. The concept of children as live donors of organs for transplantation is unacceptable.

1992.10
MWIA affirms that all persons who have HIV/AIDS should be given, without discrimination, the same respect, care and treatment afforded all other members of their society who are in need of medical care.

1992.8
MWIA recognises that in many countries there is increasing regulation of medical treatment for economic, political or other non-medical reasons.
MWIA is very concerned with this trend because it threatens to limit medical treatment which is both medically indicated and legal.

The MWIA calls upon its members to resist limitation of medical care for non-medical reasons.

1995.6
The MWIA:
1 affirms that women are equally entitled with men to all human rights, freedoms, and opportunities.
2 abhors all gender discrimination.
3 is concerned that many groups of women throughout the world continue to be denied their basic rights and freedoms.
4 condemnns all forms of violence against women as it is a violation of their right to security.
5 recognizes that violence against women is not confined to women who are otherwise deprived and that domestic violence is widespread.

The MWIA urges that:
1 every effort be made to change community attitudes to achieve a greater intolerance of violence against women.
2 every effort be made to empower women against violence.
3 in the event of domestic violence women should be provided with alternative, protective and secure accommodation and support.
4 MWIA urges all States, organizations and individuals to work for the elimination of violence against women.
5 Further, MWIA supports the Draft Declaration on the elimination of violence against women by the World Conference to review the achievements of the United Nations "Decade of Women".

1995.10
MWIA accepts that intimate body searches sometimes are necessary. However, MWIA insists that:
1 The necessity should be clearly established.
2 All intimate body searches are a form of physical assault.
3 In every case they should be conducted by a person of the same gender who has been properly trained in carrying out intimate searches.
4 The individual searched has the right to a witness of their choice.
5 Authorities conducting such searches should keep a record of the search and the reason the search was made, and a should provide a copy of the report to the individual searched.

1995.11 MWIA recognizes the United Nations' work on human rights and the progress that has been achieved over recent years.

However, MWIA is deeply concerned that the achievement of human rights has not been equally shared by men and women. Basic human rights continue to be denied to large numbers of half the human population -the female half. This gender inequality is still seen in all parts of the world and at all ages.
MWIA witnesses:
1. Gender-based unequal respect, health care and nutrition for female babies
2. Less education for girls
3. Less economic opportunities for young women
4. Less health care for women
5. Inadequate reproductive education, advice and care
6. Less security from violence and abuse of all sorts
7. Less economic security and health care in age

All members of MWIA call upon the United Nations and all its member states to redress these gender-based inequalities and ensure basic human rights for all women of all ages.

November 1998 Urgent Statement For The Condemnation Of Traditional And Cultural Practices Harmful To Widows, Particularly In Africa And Asia:

MWIA strongly condemns the cultural and traditional practices that harm widows.

MWIA reviews these violations of human rights as cruel, dehumanizing and repugnant.

MWIA strongly recommends honest, accurate research mainstreaming the gender perspective, into the extent of these practices in countries where they exist.

MWIA further calls on governments to discharge their duties to protect widows from such practices and to abolish totally these violations of the human rights of women. The perpetrators must be prosecuted.

2001.1
MWIA recognizes health as a fundamental human right, and therefore urges all countries to provide basic medical and emergency care to all citizens without gender-based discrimination.

2001.15
MWIA regards marriage as a partnership between equally empowered and freely consenting adults.
MWIA condemns all inequality, discrimination and exploitation relevant to the marital status of girls and women. Women in marriage can be exposed to physical, sexual, and psychological abuse and also financial and legal exploitation.

MWIA completely condemns ‘temporary’, forced, and pseudo marriages as disguises for deliberate exploitation of girls and women and calls for legislation and enforcement as required to eradicate physical, sexual, financial and legal exploitation.

MWIA calls on governments to enact and enforce laws that set the legal age of marriage at 18 years of age, as marriage earlier than age 18 can cause reproductive health problems arising from early intercourse and childbirth.
2001.18
MWIA condemns all forms of Female Genital Mutilation (FGM) as a violation of human rights and calls on all governments to legislate against FGM. Further, MWIA supports all organisations working for elimination of this harmful practice.

MWIA urges that information that FGM is not a religious duty be widely dispersed.

MWIA urges the formation of health measures that effectively address the emotional, psychological and physical damage experienced by women who have undergone FGM and help them to understand why other females should not be subjected to the same practices.

2001.20
MWIA recognises that lesbian doctors face discrimination, homophobia and the assumption of heterosexuality within medical systems and that this has a negative impact.

MWIA acknowledges that it is a basic human right to live and work, free from such discrimination and asserts lesbian rights as human rights.

Therefore, MWIA encourages: the integration of lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender issues in medical education that active steps be taken to prevent discrimination and harassment on the basis of sexual orientation, including development of specific anti-discrimination policies in all educational institutes and workplaces.

2001.21
MWIA recognises that comprehensive economic sanctions can have devastating consequences for the health and human rights of civilians.

MWIA urges governments, the UN system, multi-nationals and all stakeholders to further examine the use and effects of economic sanctions, to ensure that sanctions do not violate the rights of civilians.

2010.6
Human Rights and Gender Identity
Whereas some governments have legislation that proscribe freedom for individuals on the basis of perceived or actual sexual orientation, and gender identity, those people who identify as Homosexual, Gays, Lesbians, Bisexuals, Transgender, and Intersex. (GLBTI).

It is resolved that MWIA acknowledges it is a basic human right to live and work free from persecution and discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity.

MWIA urges governments to remove legislation that discriminates against people who identify as homosexual, gays, lesbians, bisexual, transgender and intersex (GLBTI).

Whereas MWIA recognizes that in many countries GLBTI people face discrimination in the form of violence and persecution within their community
**MWIA Resolves**: That where there is substantial threat or actual persecution and discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation or gender identity, that this be grounds for refugee status being granted when applied for.

**IMMUNIZATION**
See also: Community Health; Family Planning; Maternal and Child Health; Nutrition; Prevention/Health Promotion.

**1976.1**
1. That every national government should be asked as part of its national health program to reconsider its immunization program;
2. That immunization programs should be continuously re-evaluated;
3. That polio immunization programs should be developed in all countries and the aim should be 100 percent protection.
4. That a maximum effort should be made to immunize school children and women at high risk of exposure to rubella,

**2013.3 Promotion of HPV Vaccination.**

**Whereas** Vaccinations have become subject to rigorous scientific development, with assessment of safety and efficacy, the resourcing and equity of vaccination programs vary across the globe. The major challenge is to ensure vaccination in the developing world where up to 250,000 women each year die of cervical cancer (due to human papilloma virus). Education of communities on the benefits of immunization is essential to maintaining a high immunization rate.

**MWIA Resolves** to continue to address the prevention of cervical cancer globally through education and prevention measures such as the promotion of universal vaccination of girls and boys against HPV.

**IN-VITRO-FERTILIZATION**
See also: Ethics; Maternal and Child Health; Research.

**1992.13**
**MWIA** has considered in-vitro-fertilization. It recognises:
1. The desire of infertile couples to have children.
2. The high cost of I.V.F. programmes;
3. and the contributions such programmes have made to research and scientific knowledge of early pregnancy.

It therefore supports such programmes, where the ethics of the community accept it and where the community can afford such a programme after providing a proper standard of medical care to all its members. Long term medical follow-up of mothers and children should be part of the programme.
LEADERSHIP

2001.3
MWIA encourages Medical colleges, universities and other medical organizations to promote and support mentoring networks for junior medical women to encourage new female leadership.

2004.2
MWIA proposes that leadership for medical women include:
-skills in mentoring
-advocacy for women doctors' occupational health
-understanding sex discrimination legislation
-teaching gender mainstreaming in health and international human rights
-openness to gender-Equity and culture-Respectful definitions of medical leadership,
education and medical politics and
-sharing workable solutions to the issues faced by women doctors, such as barriers to training, child care and flexible working arrangements.

2007.12
Whereas the global pandemic of Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS), caused by the Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) is becoming progressively feminized, shown by the fact that women now represent 50 percent of people living with HIV worldwide and nearly 60 percent of people living with HIV in Africa. It is also recognized that three fourths of all new HIV infections are transmitted through sexual activity, childbirth and breast-feeding.

Whereas the services intended to deal with the HIV/AIDS pandemic are at present separate from the services for Sexual and Reproductive Health, and the existing services are inadequate, this separation is continuing to waste resources and aggravate the inefficiency of the existing services.

It Is Resolved That: we support leadership, which is inclusive and incorporates women’s values and perspectives and easily promotes and mentors others. A form of Leadership that is continually ethically reevaluating, and is committed to a liberating, rather than oppressive style of leadership, which will draw on the strengths of women.

MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH
See also: Access to Services; Child Abuse; Child Health; Community Health; Ethics; Family Planning; Gender-Related Data/Statistics; Human Rights; Immunization; In-Vitro-Fertilization; Maternal and Child Health; Medical Education and Training; Nutrition; Occupational Health; Prevention/Health Promotion; Reproductive Health; Research; Substance Abuse and Addiction; Tobacco; Women and Development.

1978.3
1 We propose that MWIA requests National Associations in all countries to encourage the use of the mass media to reduce maternal and infant mortality rates and to improve health education.
2 We propose that MWIA views with great concern the persisting poor standards of maternal and child care and bring this to the attentions of appropriate international and national organizations.
1995.1 **MWIA** strongly supports the following strategies to reduce per-inatal and infant mortality:

1. Community health education, including Hygiene, Nutrition and Sex education, for the whole community.
2. A strong focus on the education of women, particularly regarding reproduction and family health.
3. Family planning education, counselling and service options which are culturally appropriate, available to, and affordable by all women and their partners.
4. Prenatal care for all mothers.
5. Trained birthing assistance -whether traditional midwife or medical -in order to provide clean safe delivery.
6. Encouragement and support for total breast feeding.
7. Postnatal care for all mothers and children so that early diagnosis and management of congenital or acquired disease may be assured.
8. Immunization programs available to all children against preventable infectious diseases. Such programs should include community education regarding the importance of immunization to both the child and the community.

1995.7

As malaria constitutes a major threat to the health and lives of 40% of the world population causing high mortality and morbidity rates particularly among women and young children, **MWIA** strongly supports the World Declaration on the Control of Malaria made in Amsterdam on 29.10.92 at a conference of ministers from 90 countries.

1995.22

Recognizing Anaemia in pregnancy as an important cause of mortality and morbidity in developing countries. The risk factors include chronic nutritional deficiency, malaria and poor ante-natal care.

Therefore, **MWIA** recommends intervention programs should:

1. Be based on the local prevalence and aetiology.
2. Increase awareness of both health care workers and women in order that women receive at least one haemoglobin estimation in pregnancy.
3. Include continuous monitoring of strategies to ensure their success.
4. Solve the issues of lack and inadequate distribution of medication.

1995.24 **MWIA** recognizes frequency of post-partum depression in 10-20% of all delivered women and the adverse effects to the mother, mother-child relationship, child development and family relationships.

Therefore, **MWIA** urges early recognition and appropriate management of post-partum depression.

2007.3

**Whereas** the Safe motherhood initiative has been ongoing for over twenty years, and interventions necessary for averting maternal mortality and morbidity are well known, women continue to die during childbirth and suffer tragic morbidities.
**It Is Resolved That:** Health Policy of all governments must urgently address reduction of maternal mortality and morbidity by guaranteeing access to family planning, antenatal care, skilled attendance at birth, emergency obstetric care and by investing in women’s education and empowerment.

Amendment:

**It Is Further Resolved That:** safe abortion be available to all women to provide safe motherhood.

2010.8

**Maternal Death. Whereas** there is an unacceptably high maternal mortality in Sub-Saharan Africa,

**MWIA Resolves** that adequate data on numbers and causes for every maternal death be collected to form a maternal mortality report.

The findings should be communicated to all stake-holders.

Data collection should begin at the appropriate health delivery level, including the community level, and should inform health policy at all levels.

2013.4 **Maternal Mortality**

**Whereas** in 2013, the success in the documentation of, and reduction of, maternal and newborn, mortality is very uneven globally,

**MWIA Resolves** to promote implementation of safe motherhood programs and policies including the newborn, which capitalize on existing evidence based best practices to reduce preventable maternal and newborn mortality.

**MEDICAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING**

See also: Ageing; Breast-feeding; Cancer; Child Abuse; Community Health; Environmental Medicine; Ethics; Family Planning; Genetics; Health Education; Human Rights; Maternal and Child Health; Nutrition; Prevention/Health Promotion; Rehabilitation; Sex Education; Substance Abuse and Addiction; Tobacco; Violence; Women and Development;

1968.5

In all training programs for doctors and nurses more importance should be given to family and community health work and to training outside institutions and laboratories.

It is further recommended that physicians be urged to devote their energies to solving basic medical problems before developing spectacular highly specialized techniques like heart transplantations and that priorities for medical goals be established through international medical organizations.

1972.3

**Whereas** there is a shortage of physicians in the world today, and **Whereas** the cost of medical education is very high,

**Be it resolved that:** in order to promote maximum utilization of medical woman-power, the
MWIA urge governments to allow the expense of home help to be a legitimate deduction from taxable income for the working woman. And Whereas some women physicians, because of other responsibilities, are unable to devote full time to the study of medicine,

Be it resolved that: MWIA member organizations study ways and means of providing more flexible arrangements for postgraduate medical education.

1972.4
1. That MWIA recommend that its national associations should take care that training classes are established and generally promoted which enable colleagues who, because of family duties, have not practised their profession for many years, to return to their profession, to bring their knowledge up to date and to make themselves once more acquainted with medical thinking and acting.

2. That MWIA recommend that national associations of medical women should advocate that official regulations for special training contain the following paragraph: Women doctors with family duties should be able to apply to the authorities who award specialist qualifications for permission to train in a speciality on a less than full-time approved programme.

1976.2 The MWIA wishes to encourage part-time positions for doctors so that their skills continue to be utilized as family needs or flexibility of life style arise and that part-time postgraduate training facilities be made available.

1980.4
It should be emphasised in medical education that the health state of our patients should be considered in relation to their cultural background and that a solely technological approach should be avoided.

1982.4
Whereas women are under-represented in some countries in obstetrics and gynaecology,

MWIA resolved that: in all countries where women are a minority of obstetric and gynaecology specialists,

MWIA requests National Associations to promote an increase in the number of women working in this speciality.

1982.11
MWIA advocates specific instruction in adequate communication to relatives for all health personnel in the humane management of sickness especially of sick and abnormal newborn infants.

1992.9
MWIA supports information campaigns on D.E.S. for the medical profession.
2001.14
MWIA encourages the provision of distance education to ensure that physicians working in remote areas have access to Continuing Medical Education.

2007.14
Whereas women and girls are more vulnerable to mortality and morbidity from their sexual and reproductive roles and activities, and have a right to accurate health information, based on empirical medical evidence, rather than on political, philosophical or religious beliefs.

And Whereas the global pandemic of Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) caused by the Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV), is becoming progressively feminized.

It Is Resolved That: governments provide comprehensive education about sexuality, that involves families, educational institutions and local communities in the delivery of this education in recognition that such knowledge is power, and in recognition that both males and females have a responsibility to make healthy sexual and reproductive choices in their own lives.

NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGIES
See also: Prevention/Health Promotion.

1954.1
ATOMIC ENERGY 1954 Statement Printed in the MWIA Journal in the President's Report (Dr. Ada Chree-Reid) "During the meeting of the World Medical Association in Vienna I put forward the following suggestion, as President of the MWIA: Allow me to inform you that at its General Assembly at Gardone, Italy, in September 1954, the MWIA was particularly concerned with the effects of the utilisation of atomic energy, either in warfare or in the industrial field. The protection of the worker being a difficult problem to solve, and no effective remedy existing against the effects of atomic radiation, the MWIA speaking through its President, relies on you to keep world medical opinion alive to this immense danger. As a result of a letter from the General Secretary of WMA Dr. Chree-Reid made further remarks on the social responsibility of Drs and their bounden duty to make the facts known on a technical and objective level in order to awaken humanity to the inevitable disaster that will be incurred if one day atomic energy is liberated in an uncontrolled form. In this way the medical profession will also serve the cause of peace."

1956.1 MWIA views with concern the repeated experimental nuclear tests which are taking place and would urge the International Association to use its influence with the Governments concerned that they refrain from future tests until the possible effects of nuclear radiation upon the health of the people can be more accurately determined. Scientists can be so absorbed in the scientific aspects and reactions and forget the importance of the human problems created.

1984.7
Since nuclear warfare is one of the greatest health menaces facing humankind and since there can be no possible medical response to a nuclear war, be it resolved that physicians educate themselves and others on the medical aspects of nuclear war.
1998.12 MWIA believes that nuclear technologies have a major public health impact on populations living around wastelands, areas after nuclear disasters, areas of unsafe nuclear plants (military, civil or mixed), uranium mining sites, areas of testing, research and development of nuclear weapons. MWIA expresses special concern at the situation of women and children in these areas because of their greater sensitivity to radioactivity. MWIA believes that more research is needed into the effects of prolonged exposure to radioactivity (including to low dose radioaction) and other little known symptoms of radioactive illnesses.

1998.16 MWIA being deeply concerned at the recent spate of nuclear testing in various regions of the world:
1. Condemns any testing of nuclear weapons, believing that all forms of such testing exposes humanity and the environment to actual and potential risks and also potentiates the threat of nuclear warfare.
2. Condemns in the strongest terms the use of nuclear weapons either in warfare or as a political threat.
3. MWIA further strongly supports the international movement to ban the testing of nuclear weapons.

NUTRITION
See also: Access To Services; Breast-feeding; Family Planning; Medical Education; Research.

1968.2 Nutrition and fertility control should receive high priority in the training of doctors, nurses and midwives.

1968.8 MWIA is not in favour of giving free foods except in emergency situations. Dry skimmed milk and other foods at present distributed free are best utilized in hospitals and clinics with medical supervision.

1968.11 The MWIA is of the opinion that every mother and every child should be able to benefit from all nutritional elements growing in the soil of their own country before these elements can be offered to rich countries where they are only too often used for the feeding of animals.

1968 Statement:
The MWIA, presently in session at its XIth Congress in Vienna, and which has chosen as topic for discussion 'The Hungry Millions', addresses an urgent request to the General Secretary of the UNO for intervention to help the famine victims in Biafra. We have been informed that the International Red Cross has not only a sufficient amount of food at hand but is ready to send it immediately to those in the famine area. As far as our information goes, the only reason which prevents the immediate start of this rescuing action is that the Federal Government of Biafra does not consent.

The MWIA is of the opinion that here the human right to sufficient food is being serious violated. As our Congress is dealing with all aspects of the Hungry Millions in the World it
seems to us an obligation to protest vehemently and we ask UNO as the highest international body to intervene immediately in this catastrophic situation.

2001.8

MWIA recognises that the technological advances that led to genetically modified food and animal material may be beneficial, but is concerned about the possibility of unknown long-term effects. MWIA strongly urges caution and further research to ensure public safety and the protection of the ecological system.

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH

See also: Environmental Medicine; Human Rights; Maternal and Child Care; Prevention/Health Promotion; Women and Development.

1970.3

Whereas the XIlth Congress of the MWIA held in Melbourne, February 14 to 20, 1970, discussed the topic of "The Health of Women in Industry" and Whereas most machines used in manufacturing are designed to the measurements of male workers and Whereas no recognition is taken of abnormal and fixed posture often used in industrial processes be it resolved that the MWIA ask the International Labour Office in Geneva to increase its efforts towards improving working conditions for women by
1 constructing machinery to fit female dimensions and muscular power
2 laying out working areas so that the workers are not in cramped positions and are not forced to use unphysiological movements
3 adjusting working arrangements so that time be allowed for rest and training exercises.

ONCOLOGY (CANCER)

See also: Community Health; Health Education; Medical Education and Training; Prevention/Health Promotion; Women and Development

1980.3

That the attention of governments be drawn to the cost effectiveness of programmes aimed at the detection of precancerous eminently treatable lesions particularly where the detection rate is high and treatment relatively simple but failure of diagnosis and treatment are expensive in terms of finance and mortality. This resolution is put forward with special reference to the diagnosis of breast and cervical precancerous and cancerous lesions.

1992.4 MWIA approves and encourages the introduction of cancer screening programmes for women in all countries. The screening programmes chosen should depend on the incidence of particular malignancies in different countries.

1998.18

MWIA recommends intensive research in all countries into the epidemiology of malignancies. MWIA however recommends that screening programs and their recommended frequency, in addition to depending on the incidence of particular malignancies in different countries, should also importantly depend on other ethical considerations. These include accessibility and availability of services in order to take care of positive cases that are identified.
1998.1 MWIA recognizing that, oncological operations on female uro-genital tract cancers can be mutilating, recommends that national associations strongly encourage -multi-centered controlled trials into the optimal treatments for female uro-genital cancers. Treatment modalities investigated should be those that limit surgical mutilation without compromising the women's chances of survival or quality of life. Once determined, these treatments should be promoted by the use of Best Practice guidelines with regular audits being undertaken to ensure that this knowledge is current and is being disseminated.

2001.4
The incidence of breast cancer is increasing worldwide and is one of the commonest causes of cancer death in women, and as early detection is currently the best means of reducing mortality and morbidity.

MWIA strongly urges that: women should have available education, information about and access to those strategies available in their country that have been shown to be effective in the early detection of breast cancer.

That screening mammography be available and affordable for all women in the target age group and for women at high risk for breast cancer.

PREVENTION/HEALTH PROMOTION
See also: Access to Services; Adolescents; Atomic Energy; Cancer; Child Health; Community Health; Development; Disease-Communicable; Environmental Medicine; Ethics; Female Genital Mutilation; Health Education; HIV/AIDS; Human Rights; Immunization; Maternal and Child Health; Medical Education and Training; Occupational Health; Sex Education; Substance Abuse and Addiction; Tobacco; Women and Development.

1976.1
That every national government should be asked as part of its national health program to
1. reconsider its immunization program;
That immunization programs should be continuously re-evaluated;
That polio immunization programs should be developed in all countries and the aim should be 100 percent protection.
2. That a maximum effort should be made to immunize school children and women at high risk of exposure to rubella,

1978.6
It was resolved that: Government Departments of Health and Education be requested to set up committees to develop education programmes on Nutrition for Television.

1982.1 Resolve that MWIA promote more effective information to patients concerning their health and what to expect from their doctors.

1984.5 Be it resolved that MWIA support the involvement of both parents in the upbringing of their children.
1987.2 The MWIA urges Governments through their departments to implement health education programmes throughout the school years, and in countries where such a programme already exists, to strengthen it.

1. The promotion of physical, mental and social well-being;
2. The development of a sense of personal responsibility for one’s own health and the health of others in all areas of human relationships;
3. The development of responsibility in social issues and in the well-being of the wider environment.

1989.1
It has been MWIA's privilege to meet in Seoul, Korea, 3-8 Sept. 1989 discussing the "Incidence of Cancer in Women in Different Countries", finding cancer of the breast and cancer of the cervix to be the commonest cancer,

It is MWIA’s recommendation that education of women is critical to allow women to present themselves for early detection, treatment, and care.

MWIA would encourage governments to provide such centers for early detection of cancer.

1992.5 MWIA recommends the establishment in developing countries of increased opportunities for regular Pap Smear Cytological examination.

1992.6 MWIA recognises the importance of regular medical checks to women's health and therefore recommends that all social and health workers receive instruction to enable them to educate the women of their community about the necessity for regular medical checks.

2004.1
MWIA recognizes that diabetes will reach epidemic level in both developing and developed countries of the world and supports WHO strategies for prevention and screening of diabetes, and encourages our national associations to implement these strategies.

REHABILITATION
See also: Medical Education and Training.
1982.6
Resolve that MWIA recommend to National Associations the inclusion of rehabilitation medicine in all medical school curricula.

REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH/TECHNOLOGIES
See also: Abortion; Maternal and Child Health; Women and Development.

1984.11 The MWIA wishes to express its opposition to unnecessary or unnecessarily extensive surgery in benign genital disease in women.

1992.12
MWIA opposes the commercial and psychological exploitation of women which may arise
through surrogate pregnancies.

2013.5
In addition, **MWIA Resolves** that any children who are the result of surrogacy should have the full protection of WHO and UN recommendations on the Rights of the Child.

1998.3
**MWIA** recognizing that new reproductive technologies have beneficial effects on the treatment of sub-fertility and infertility, also realizes that many of these new technologies are applied with still unknown long-term effects on mother and child. **MWIA** is aware that these new technologies arouse many ethical questions which have not been sufficiently considered.

**MWIA** therefore recommends that thorough long-term follow-up of women treated and children born after the use of these technologies, be undertaken and evaluated in order to establish the long-term physical, psychological and ethical effects.

1998.5
**MWIA** views with concern the fact that the number of caesarian sections is increasing worldwide. **MWIA** believes that some of these caesarian sections may be unnecessary and contribute to unnecessary medicalization of women's reproductive lives.

**MWIA** recommends that national associations encourage research into caesarian section rates, including the factors influencing these, in their countries and raise awareness among both women and health professionals about the adverse and beneficial effects of caesarian sections.

2013.1
**Female Genital Cosmetic Surgery.**

**Whereas MWIA** recognises the autonomy of women and upholds the right of adult women to choose to undergo lawful medical and surgical treatments.

**MWIA Resolves** to advocate for the provision of informed consent for all patients undergoing medical and surgical procedures.

**MWIA Resolves** to oppose the advertising of regulated health services (e.g. those usually provided by a health care practitioner), in a way that directly or indirectly encourages their indiscriminate or unnecessary use.

**Whereas MWIA** believes that promoting and performing surgical techniques that make unproven claims of enhancing female sexual satisfaction and/or attractiveness carries significant risks of physical and psychological harm to women and girls.

**MWIA Resolves** to oppose the promotion of, and use of all surgical products and techniques that make unproven claims of enhancing female sexual satisfaction and/or attractiveness.
**Whereas MWIA** supports the use of gynaecological and plastic surgical techniques where the primary aim is to repair or reconstruct normal female anatomy following trauma, harmful traditional practices, pathologic processes or congenital anomalies.

**MWIA Resolves** to oppose media depictions that directly or indirectly promote a prepubescent appearance of female genitalia as sexually desirable.

**MWIA** opposes media images that directly or indirectly promote abnormal perceptions of the appearance of normal female adult genitalia.

2013.7
**Whereas** prenatal screening is becoming mainstream, in medical practice and by direct access to the public,

**MWIA Resolves** that ethical and appropriate safeguards, rules, recommendations and laws to ensure provision of comprehensive counselling for mothers who have undergone prenatal screening be provided.

**RESEARCH**
See also: Ageing, Ethics; Human Rights; In-Vitro-Fertilization; Maternal and Child Health; Nutrition; Women and Development.

1968.3
Nutrition research should pay attention to methods of reaching those most in need of advice, especially those in rural areas.

1968.9
Imaginative people, particularly those with training in applied anthropology, are required to find out the real needs in different areas, and the ways to meet these needs at an individual and family level.

2001.10
**MWIA** recommends national legislation to ensure the safety of drugs in pregnancy is properly evaluated. Research into drug safety in pregnancy should be promoted and supported by governments.

2001.17
**MWIA** calls for scientific research into the claims of traditional medicine and that fora be established between traditional and orthodox practitioners.

2007.8

**Whereas MWIA** has always recognized, and observed the human rights of free power of choice in health care, and informed voluntary consent for all medical interventions,

and **Whereas MWIA** has always recognized the additional responsibilities where research involving human subjects is concerned,
**It Is Resolved That:** all recommendation made by MWIA for health policy and implementation follow, and be held accountable to, the tenants of the existing codes of conduct governing free choice and informed voluntary consent, namely the First Principle of the Nuremberg Code and the World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki,

In addition, where research recommended by MWIA is to be conducted, the World Health Organization’s Guidelines: the International Ethical Guidelines for Biomedical Research Involving Human Subjects is the benchmark that is to be followed.

**SEX EDUCATION**

See also: Access to Services; Adolescents; Ageing; Child Abuse; Community Health; Family Planning; Health Education; HIV/AIDS; Human Rights; Medical Education and Training; Prevention/Health Promotion; Violence; Women and Development.

1929.1
That sex instruction in some form should be given although preferably not under that name.

1929.2
That in the case of very young children elementary sex information should be given by the parents, who should answer the child's questions simply and truthfully, and That during school life, biological teaching concerning the facts of reproduction should be included in the routine teaching of nature study, and therefore, That parents and teachers should be instructed in the best methods of dealing with the subject.

1968.16
It is recommended that health education be an integral part of primary, secondary and higher education and that the importance of responsible parenthood be stressed in all such programs.

1987.3
The Members of MWIA should promote as much as possible sexual education for adolescents at school.

1992.16 MWIA believes all nations should ensure all children are educated concerning reproduction, contraception, and safe sexual practices.

**SUBSTANCE ABUSE AND ADDICTION**

See also: Community Health; Health Education; Maternal and Child Health; Medical Education and Training; Prevention/Health Promotion; Tobacco.

1980.5
In order to give adequate assistance to those addicted to drug and/ or medicine urgent priority should be given to the development and provision of specialised centres reserved entirely for the treatment of such cases.

1984.8
Be it resolved that this Congress recommend to all countries the application of the following
measures for the prevention of alcohol and other drug problems:
1. That advertising of alcohol and tobacco with its influence on both young and old be restricted and brought within effective control with the goal of an early total curtailment of such advertising.
2. Because most countries are now becoming conscious of the devastation caused by driving under the influence of alcohol and other drugs, the MWIA supports the strictest controls to alleviate the problem and urges assistance to those organizations working to achieve these objectives.
3. MWIA supports WHO in its call for the lowering of alcohol consumption.

1995.14 MWIA supports comprehensive education programs, particularly for children regarding the hazards of substance abuse. MWIA urges the universal availability of supportive programs to relieve drug dependency. MWIA does not support the criminalization of substance dependency but does support the criminalization of the supply of illegal substances of abuse.

1998.6 Smoking MWIA recognizes the relationship between smoking (including passive smoking) and cardiovascular diseases, lung cancer and damage to unborn children. MWIA recognizes that women and youth are being targeted in many countries. MWIA strongly supports a ban on all forms of tobacco advertising and promotion. MWIA further supports a complete ban on subsidies for growing tobacco. MWIA supports the education of the dangers of smoking especially to women during pregnancy and breastfeeding. MWIA additionally recommends the enforcement of regulation of tobacco smoking in public places especially in schools and health institutions.

1998.11 Substance Abuse
In some countries, the devastating effects of substance abuse on the youth are evident by the increasing numbers of addicted youths. MWIA believes that there should be more education on the substances that can result in addiction and other adverse effects. MWIA calls for more research into the prevention, effects and treatment of substance abuse.

TERMINAL CARE
See also: Ethics.

1982.5 The MWIA approves of the organization for a Hospice Movement and urges National Associations to try to encourage the principle of Hospices in their own countries.

2010.7
Dignity in Dying. Whereas terminal care is now more likely to be in an institution, risk management strategies can lead to interventions that are inappropriate. MWIA Resolves that end of life care is given with the highest regard for the dignity and wishes of the dying person.
TOBACCO
See also: Community Health; Maternal and Child Care; Medical Education and Training; Prevention/Health Promotion; Substance Abuse and Addiction.

1984.13
Be it resolved that member countries of MWIA make all efforts to carry out an educational programme, starting with early adolescence, against smoking and drug abuse, to protect the health of all.

1987.1
Whereas, cigarette smoking is rapidly becoming the leading cause of death in women throughout the world, and Whereas, parental smoking is a major factor in childhood respiratory diseases, and Whereas, the majority of women who smoke begin this practise at an early age, and Whereas, smoking during pregnancy is potentially damaging to the fetus, and Whereas, smoking in public places is harmful to non-smokers, and Whereas, tobacco advertisements depict women who smoke as beautiful, youthful and liberated,

Be it resolved that: MWIA endorse public education programs on the harmful effects of smoking, for smokers and non-smokers, and

Be it further resolved that: MWIA encourage its members to ban smoking in their offices, clinics and hospitals.

2001.11
MWIA strongly supports initiatives taken to prohibit smoking in all public venues and long-term facilities and encourages all countries to act on implementing this initiative. We endorse our previous resolutions and we further strongly support the other international organisations and the initiatives taken for tobacco control.

VIOLENCE
See also: Adolescents: Child Abuse; Ethics; Female Genital Mutilation; Human Rights; Medical Education and Training; Sex Education; Women and Development.

1998.15
Violence against women MWIA reaffirms its stand that violence against women in all its forms (physical, psychological, social, cultural and sexual) is a violation of women's fundamental human rights. Violence against women is a public health issue and has become a global problem affecting every society.

MWIA further states that although there are many long term consequences of the effects of this violence on women's health, the full extent of the problem is not known in many countries.

MWIA recognizes the efforts made by a number of countries towards increasing awareness of the problem of violence against women and through the UN Commission for the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW). MWIA states its concern about the long-term psychological effects on children of witnessing such episodes of violence.

MWIA expresses concern about the sometimes insensitive manner in which abused women are subsequently treated.
MWIA therefore urges Governments and NGOs to allocate resources for extensive research into the extent and causes of this violence as well as for prevention and treatment programmes. MWIA urges the effective training and educating of the abused women, health, social welfare and law enforcement personnel, as well as the members of the criminal justice system on the various aspects of violence against women.

2001.26
Domestic violence (intimate partner abuse) is a major public issue worldwide, with significant long-term impact on morbidity and mortality for the whole community, especially for women and children. To effect change, societal attitudes towards partner abuse must be considered unacceptable.

MWIA urges governments in all countries to legislate that Domestic Violence (as defined by the UN, Beijing 1995) is a criminal offence, equivalent to other forms of violence.

MWIA urges governments to form social structures (through effective legislation) to provide protection, information, education and support to all victims of domestic violence, including children.

MWIA urges that legislation addressing domestic violence considers the direct and indirect impact on all members of the family, being aware that the consequences of intervention may further victimise these members.

MWIA urges research in order to develop effective therapeutic and rehabilitative programs for perpetrators to prevent occurrence now and in future generations.

MWIA urges that every effort should be made to discourage the dowry system, as it is a major cause of domestic violence and death of women in some countries.

2007.13
Whereas Violence against women and girls in their own home is much greater than in public, and violence is a common prevalent and severe hazard to mental and physical health carrying significant mortality and morbidity.

It Is Resolved That: all medical practitioners shall be trained to identify assess treat and appropriately refer all females presenting for care.

2010.3
Long term effects of Violence

Whereas Sexual violence to adults and children has far-reaching medical, psychological and community consequences for survivors and their communities,

It is resolved that: MWIA
- Supports the elimination of all forms of sexual violence,
- Supports the education of communities to raise awareness and change attitudes towards sexual violence
- Supports the education of health professionals to recognize, respond and effectively support survivors of sexual violence,
- and MWIA calls for the provision of long term integrated counselling, health and legal services to better support the survivors of sexual violence across a lifetime.

WOMEN AND DEVELOPMENT
See also: Abortion; Adolescents; Ageing; Cancer; Community Health; Ethics; Family Planning; Female Genital Mutilation; Health Education; Human Rights; Maternal and Child Health; Medical Education and Training; Occupational Health; Prevention/Health Promotion; Reproductive Health; Research; Sex Education; Violence.

1972.1
That there be better opportunities for women to re-enter their former profession or to be trained in any other profession after years of absence from work.

1972.4
That MWIA recommend that its national associations should take care that training classes are established and generally promoted which enable colleagues who, because of family duties, have not practiced their profession for many years, to return to their profession, to bring their knowledge up to date and to make themselves once more acquainted with medical thinking and acting.

That MWIA recommend that national associations of medical women should advocate that official regulations for special training contain the following paragraph: "Women doctors with family duties should be able to apply to the authorities who award specialist qualifications for permission to train in a specialty on a less than full-time approved programme".

1984.1
Be it resolved that all medical associations recommend the creation of opportunities to combine professional work with a family role for parents of both sexes.

1984.2
Be it resolved that National Associations request their government and/or other relevant policy-making bodies to help to promote the creation of part-time postgraduate training posts.

1984.3 Be it resolved that MWIA and its member associations stimulate women doctors to take part in the activities of professional organizations and to study and participate in the management functions of health care delivery.

1984.4 Be it resolved that MWIA encourage the active involvement of women in the life of their community.

1984.6 Be it resolved that the MWIA should encourage National Associations and their local groups actively to campaign for the development of child care facilities for the staff and students of hospitals and medical schools.

1992.1 MWIA reaffirms the resolution presented to U.N. End of Decade of Women Conference in Nairobi.
1992.17 It is resolved that MWIA supports, in principle, Women's Studies. Any such study will be considered for funding by the scientific and the financial committees.

1995.23 MWIA recommends that retirement age for doctors should not be fixed but flexible, adjusted to individual needs and abilities, and including the possibility of reduction of work load before full retirement.

1998.7 MWIA believes that decisions regarding the choice of therapy should be made between the patient, physician and other appropriate health professionals without undue influence from governments, medical and pharmaceutical suppliers or any other groups not directly involved in the care of individual patients.

MWIA strongly urges that cost-effective pharmaceuticals be made available to patients in the Public Health Service, regardless of gender and of their ability to pay.

MWIA reiterates its commitment to working with all healthcare stakeholders including governments, health professional and delivery organizations, patient groups and consumers, to find medically sound means of controlling healthcare delivery costs whilst protecting and promoting the quality of patient care.

2001.6
MWIA recognises that in all countries, educating women and giving them rights to employment improves family and community health.

MWIA recognizes that, while countries in the developed world have made major population health gains, social and economic inequities in the developing world perpetuate poverty, the low status of women, and the consequent health problems.

Therefore, MWIA strongly urges governments and international bodies to: -
1. foster favourable economic situations and enabling environments for the developing world to ensure that resources are adequate to meet the basic health needs of populations;
2. support health initiatives that form partnerships with sectors such as education, employment, agriculture and other development stakeholders to remove impediments to women's health;
3. fully embrace the improvements and protection of women's and maternal health as a development priority worthy of substantial attention and funding.

2001.7
Be it resolved that the MWIA applauds the lead taken by some countries in providing parental benefits for female physicians and encourages all countries to provide maternity benefits for its female physicians.

2001.19
MWIA Resolves that female medical caregivers should be equally accessible throughout urban, rural and remote areas.
**MWIA Resolves** that strategies to improve recruitment and retention of doctors in rural and remote areas should specifically address barriers experienced by female practitioners. These include financial disincentives, the need for flexible hours, access to maternity leave and childcare, and provisions for employment of their partners and education of their children.

**MWIA Resolves** that rural female practitioners have appropriate representation in the decision-making processes of government bodies and medical organizations.

2001.24
Culture, as a way of life, is dynamic. When a ‘cultural practice’ becomes a threat to human well being, it is a crime.

**MWIA** believes that vigorous advocacy must be carried out against all harmful practices that demean individuals and violate their human rights.

**MWIA** condemns that use of “culture and tradition” by perpetrators as an excuse or a ruse to carry out criminal acts such as rape, harmful widowhood rites, and other harmful practices.

**MWIA** urges that legal reforms in inheritance and ownership be implemented and enforced, taking precedence over discriminatory customary laws against women.

2007.2
**Whereas** it is recognized that care giving for disabled persons, and frail or demented elderly persons, encompasses providing for their physical, emotional and relational needs, and has a strong gender connotation,
And **Whereas** it is also recognized that care givers are usually women who commonly suffer stress and exhaustion.

**It Is Resolved That:** health policy provides for informal care givers to be supported and taught how to take good care of themselves, in order to protect against the adverse health consequences, mental and physical, of care giving.

2013.2
**Education for Women and Girls.**

**Whereas**, it has been shown that the education of women and girls improve the health of the larger community, in particular child health. As evidence, this has been well documented by the assessment process that is used by many Aid Agencies when ascertaining the effectiveness of an Aid program.
And **Whereas** many communities embrace the education of women and girls when resources for education are available.

**MWIA Resolves** to strongly support the participation of women and girls in education programs. This participation must be without fear for their safety or freedom, particularly as a result of religious or cultural practices.
MWIA -INTERNAL RESOLUTIONS

PR34/1
It was decided amongst other things that Congresses with General Assemblies, Council and Scientific discussion should be held every 3 years. Council Meetings every 18 months.

PR58/1
It is recommended that the MWIA should in future defray the travelling expenses of the Hon. Secretary when attending meetings on behalf of MWIA and that a certain sum should be set aside for that purpose.

PR58/2
The Executive approves and supports the functioning of regional groupings of the MWIA, and appreciates the valuable contribution they can make to the work of the M.W.I.A. It deeply regrets that the present financial situation of the International Association prevents any more practical expression of its interest.

PR58/3
In the event of any national emergency or public disaster, where members of the MWIA feel able to contribute financial or practical relief measures, it is resolved that such relief should if practicable be directed through the national association of medical women in the country concerned, or in the country most closely connected with the area of distress.

PR63/1 Whereas -the MWIA now has 31 member associations with whom continuous contact and communication for co-ordination, must be maintained; Whereas -the need is felt for a permanent headquarters, with a full time staff in a centrally located city; Whereas -by functioning more efficiently, the status and prestige of the MWIA will be placed on a more permanent and stable basis; Whereas -this important resolution, if duly accepted and approved by the General Assembly will entail financial outlay;

Therefore, be it resolved that permanent headquarters for the MWIA be established;

PR84/1
The Australian Federation of Medical Women proposes "that MWIA resolve to amend the Young Forum Policy Resolution by deleting the last sentence 'Several studies in different countries have shown that many women do not reach their full potential.' from paragraph 4".

PR84/2
1 Be it resolved that the workshop "Young Forum" be made a permanent feature of MWIA.
2. The MWIA should allow for reduced fees and accommodation for one young medical doctor representing her National Association at the Congress and participating in the workshop.

3. The workshop should discuss matters of importance to all medical women doctors, especially the young, and also promote participation in MWIA.

4. MWIA should look for ways of improving the situation of young medical women who, in many countries, face the fact that equal opportunities do not exist with regard to their professional careers.

PR84/3
The Young Forum requests that MWIA members participate in an exchange friendship programme to enable young women doctors to visit colleagues for four weeks. It would be desirable to live with the guest family and have the possibility to observe medical activities.

PR84/4
The Italian Association officially proposes that the reconstructed Association in Israel should form part of Southern Europe.

PR84/5
Be it resolved that the MWIA continue to send its historical records on file to the 'Archive and Special Collections on Women in Medicine' of the Medical College of Pennsylvania, USA after 5 (five) years. Provisions to be made for the cost of this both in money and staffing.

PR87/1
During future MWIA Congresses social programmes for the members should not coincide with Scientific Sessions and General Assemblies.

PR87/2
Future Congress fees should be split into:
1. a nominal fee for the Scientific Programme;
2. a separate fee for each social event.

PR87/3
Measures to enhance the external "Visibility" of MWIA should have a high priority in the next years strategies.

PR89/1
That all nominated candidates be presented to the next General Assembly.

PR89/2
That the technical problems of communication (typewriter, FAX, etc.) be returned to the Executive for consideration, and that the National Associations will be informed in a Circular Letter about the options and decisions of the Executive.

**PR89/3**
To change item 8g in the Rules of Procedure from: It attempts to change a resolution passed in the preceding 6 years to: It attempts to change a resolution passed at the preceding Congress.

**PR89/4**
That the recommendations of the Executive for the reorganization of the Committees of MWIA be accepted as presented and reviewed at the next General Assembly.

**PR89/5**
That the updated resolutions of MWIA, approved by the Executive, be accepted by the General Assembly.

**PR89/6**
That the decision to divide the Western Pacific Region be delayed and allowed to lie on the table until the National Associations have taken a referendum in 1990 and have advised the MWIA of their decision.

**PR89/7**
That the recommendations from the Scientific Sessions be passed to the Resolutions Committee for evaluation and wording. The Executive Committee then considers their implications and funding. The recommendations of the Executive shall then be circulated to the National Corresponding Secretaries for comments. These recommendations shall then be presented to the next General Assembly as Resolutions. The Executive and the National Associations may use these recommendations for publicity and policy making as desired.

**PR92/1**
It is resolved that the Executive's review of eligibility of candidates nominated for office (ARTICLE 16 of the By-Laws) and accepting nomination cannot include the power of veto.

**PR92/2**
It is resolved that all candidates nominated for office and accepting nomination shall be presented for election to the General Assembly with the Executive's advice concerning eligibility.

**PR92/3**
It is resolved that the special requirement that a President-Elect should have experience at the
Executive Committee of MWIA as recommended by the Executive in Circular Letter 91 be deleted.

PR92/4
It is resolved that MWIA makes every endeavour to be represented by highly qualified doctors at meetings of WHO and U.N. (expenses paid by MWIA).

PR92/6
It is resolved that committees present the General Assembly with a detailed written report of their work of this past term and an outline of priorities for the next term. Those reports should, if possible, be available three months prior to the General Assembly.

PR92/7
In view of medical women's role in education and their need for communication skills, MWIA Resolves that Communication Skills be a side topic for future meetings: national, regional and international.

PR95/1
To change Statutes, Article 5 (b) to: Individual Members: Any Medical Women belonging to a country which does not have an affiliated National Association and who has filed an application directly with the Association and whose application has been accepted by the Executive Committee as an Individual Member.

PR95/2
To change Statutes, Article 8 to: The General Assembly elects the Executive Committee and settles all business which is not within the mandate of the other Statutory Bodies. ...

PR95/3
1 Any recommendation arising from a scientific session of a MWIA Congress shall be reviewed by the Ethics and Resolutions Committee, and then discussed and edited by the Executive Committee, before presentation to the final General Assembly of that Congress if agreement has been reached by the Executive.
2 If the Executive recommends a rejection it shall refer this opinion to the General Assembly for discussion and vote.
3 The Executive Committee may reject a recommendation which conflicts with the Constitution of the MWIA or policy agreed at the previous Congress.

PR95/4 MWIA supports in principle the appointment of a Chair-woman to conduct General Assemblies of MWIA.
The Young Forum of MWIA propose to the General Assembly to include in the official document "Planning a Congress" guidelines for the Young Forum.

1. The guidelines would include at least one meeting, one workshop and one lunch. This would be organized by the Young Forum Chairwoman with the Congress Organising Committee and the Executive of MWIA.

2. This would enable the Young Forum to participate fully in the conference activities.

PR 1998.1 CHANGE OF STATUTES ARTICLE 16 Revised 1998)
The General Assembly sets the annual subscription of affiliated National Associations and Individual Members. Non-payment of the annual subscription within 12 months of the due date will result in suspension of membership unless a justifiable delay had been agreed on by the Executive Committee.
Non payment of the subscription for 3 years, except in the case of justified delay, entails the loss of statutory rights. Membership shall be reinstated on payment of subscriptions owed or such amount as agreed by the Executive Committee. The Executive Committee is entitled to accept gifts or legacies and manage them.

PR 1998.2 CHANGES TO THE BY-LAWS ARTICLE 7 (revised 1998)
THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, (ARTICLE7-18) ARTICLE 7
The Executive Committee (known as The Executive):

1. Reviews and evaluates the activities of the Association and recommends to the General Assembly practices and projects suitable to further-the activities of the Association.
2. Assures the management functions for which it is responsible.
3. Appoints the chairmen and members of committee.
4. Receives and evaluates the reports of all the committees.
5. Adopts the budget on the basis of the budget proposed by the Treasurer and the Finance Committee. Reports to the General Assembly on the financial aspects and other activities of the Association. Undertakes all other obligations provided for by the Statutes and By-Laws. The Executive recommends to the General Assembly the appropriate venue after investigation considering economic and geographic factors. In an emergency situation the Executive will assure the arrangements of the Congress.

PR 1998.3 TREASURER'S DUTIES ARTICLE 11 (revised 1998) The Treasurer holds office for one term. She is eligible for re-election.
The Treasurer:

1. Is an ex officio member without voting rights of any committee concerned with financial business. Is responsible for precise keeping of accounts of all assets, funds, investments and other properties of the Association. She shall seek financial advice as necessary.
2. Collects all amounts and fees owed.
3. Makes all payments as required
4. Presents the audited accounts to the Executive annually.
5. Presents written reports at each meeting of the Executive.
6. Presents the Executive with the annual budget in consultation with the
Finance Committee
7 The Treasurer's annual report and budget will be circulated to the National Associations and Individual Members upon request.
8 Is a member of the Management Group of the Executive.
9 Coordinates the financial affairs of MWIA.
10 Is responsible for all correspondence on financial matters, including any member's re: finances. This review of the Treasurer's duties is necessary due to the centralisation of the accounts in the Cologne office.

PR 1998.4 DUES
ARTICLE 20
The MWIA Executive Committee proposes to the 24th Assembly that the NLWIA dues for members of affiliated associations be increased from 6 Swiss francs to 8 Swiss francs as from July 1999. It is also recommended that the dues of Individual members of MWIA, be increased from 10 to 20 Swiss francs."

PR 2013.1
MWIA Resolves that all affiliated National Associations should declare an accurate number of members.

PR 2013.2
MWIA Resolves that in the coming triennium, the Treasurer and Finance Committee will examine the dues structure based on the following principles:
Dues will be adjusted to reduce disparity between affiliated National Associations, based on information from the World Bank, on National Income.
Dues will be adjusted based on lower dues per member, as the number of members increases, according to a graduation framework, yet to be finalized.

The end impact of this process will not result in an increase in dues for any country.
The number of votes based on membership numbers, will form an integral part of the review under consideration.

PR 1998.5 YOUNG FORUM
The Executive, at the request of the Young Forum, recommends to the General Assembly that the Young Forum should just be a forum at International Congresses that enables young members to discuss issues of interest to them and learn about MWIA. This forum should be encouraged to identify members who are interested in playing an active role in MWIA.

PR 2001.1 CHANGES TO THE BY-LAWS ARTICLE 7 (revised 2001)
The Executive Committee (known as The Executive):
1 Reviews and evaluates the activities of the Association and recommends to the
General Assembly practices and projects suitable to further the activities of the Association.

2 Assures the management functions for which it is responsible.

3 Appoints the chairmen and members of committees.

4 Receives and evaluates the reports of all the committees.

5 Appoints representatives to other international organizations to whom MWIA is affiliated.

6 Adopts the budget on the basis of the budget proposed by the Treasurer and the Finance Committee.

7 Reports to the General Assembly on the financial aspects and other activities of the Association.

8 Undertakes all other obligations provided for by the Statutes and By-Laws.

9 In an emergency situation the Executive will assure the arrangements of the Congress. The Executive recommends to the General Assembly the appropriate venue after investigation considering economic and geographic factors.

PR 2001.2 CHANGES TO THE BY-LAWS ARTICLE 8 (revised 2001)
The President directs the administration of the Association and is responsible for carrying out the policy of the Association. She serves for one term only and is not eligible for re-election. The President:

1 Presides over all the meetings of the General Assembly and of the Executive.

2 Is an ex officio member without voting rights of all committees.

3 Signs all legal documents authorized by the Executive and within the limits of the Association's concerns.

4 Proceeds with nominations and appointments required by the activities of the Association which are not stated in the Statutes and By-Laws.

5 Represents the Association at meetings of other organizations or if indicated arranges for representation, representatives being nominated by the Executive committee. If votes for two candidates are even the President will have the final decision.

6 Manages, through the Secretary-General, the activities of the Secretariat.

7 Is responsible for all the activities dependent on her office.

PR 2004.1 CHANGES OF THE STATUTES ARTICLE 3 -OBJECTS (revised 2004)
The objects are:

a. To promote the cooperation and general interests of Medical Women worldwide and to develop friendship and understanding among all Medical Women without regard to race, religion or political views.

b. To offer Medical Women the opportunity to meet so as to confer upon questions concerning the health and well-being of humanity.

c. To work actively towards equity and equality between female and male doctors in all aspects of their medical career.

d. To encourage worldwide a gender awareness of differences in health, health care and health research between women and men.

e. To promote the empowerment of medical women and patients to work towards gender equity and equality

PR 2007.2 STUDENT MEMBERSHIP
Whereas medical students are interested in international affairs and wish to be actively involved in the challenges of developing and emerging countries,

And Whereas encouragement should be given to female medical students to be full and active members of MWIA

It Is Resolved That: female medical students be affiliated, where the individual country decides on this recognition. Medical students will therefore more actively participate in MWIA, including speaking at the General Assembly. There will be no membership fees, and no voting rights.

PR 2007.1 YOUNG FORUM
Whereas MWIA recognizes the value of Succession Planning, and recognizes the new perspectives that younger members and students bring to MWIA,

It Is Resolved That: Young Women Doctors and Medical Students form a special interest group.

PR 2010.1 MWIA membership fees, Notice Of Motion for MWIA membership fee increase.
Procedural Resolution: to be discussed in 2010, to be voted on by the General Assembly in 2013.
MWIA Resolves that the per capita fee be increased from eight Swiss francs to ten Swiss Francs starting from the financial period of 2013-2014.

PR 2010.2
Exchange rate. Whereas there is a disadvantage to MWIA of a fluctuating exchange rate in the collection of annual per capita fees,

It is Resolved That: the international exchange rates using data from The International Monetary Fund that are set, and published, on the first day of the financial year will remain the rate used by MWIA for that year.

CHANGES TO EXISTING RESOLUTIONS
1998.18 Cancer The original resolution is 1992.4. It read: MWIA approves and encourages that introduction of cancer screening programs for women in all countries.
- The screening programs chosen should depend on the incidence of particular malignancies in different countries. It is being reworded to read: MWIA approves and encourages the introduction of appropriate cancer screening programs in all countries. MWIA recommends intensive research in all countries into the epidemiology of malignancies.
MWIA however recommends that screening programs and their recommended frequency, in addition to depending on the incidence of particular malignancies in different countries, should also importantly depend on other ethical considerations. These include accessibility and availability of services in order to take care of positive
cases that are identified.

2007.9 HIV

The original resolutions were part of: **1998.14**

It Is agreed that the following resolutions are RETIRED in 2007:

-MWIA recognizes that HIV/AIDS is a public health problem with far reaching demographic, economic and social impact.

-MWIA believes that all countries have a moral obligation to develop appropriate education and treatment programs that address the real needs of a country and its population considering cost effectiveness. MWIA recognizes that HIV/AIDS is a public health problem with far reaching demographic, economic and social impact.

and are replaced by the Resolution, which has been accepted today, which is:

**It Is Resolved That:** there is stronger integration of HIV/AIDS and Sexual and Reproductive Health information and services, without replication.